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Miss Marker’s Quilts
By Margaret Leuwen

PRODUCT # PB1002

Finished quilt size: 891/2"x 891/2"
Finished block size: 15"

Snow Bunnies

The featured fabrics are from the 
Snowmen Meadow collection by  
Michelle Palmer for P&B Textiles, 
www.pbtex.com.

This pattern is the property of  
Margaret Leuwen Quilting & Miss  
Marker’s Quilts. Please do not alter, 
copy, or distribute without Margaret 
Leuwen’s written consent. 

To obtain consent, please email  
Margaret Leuwen at  
Margaret@MissMarkersquilts.com.

Fabric ReQuirements
11/2 yards Bunny Snowman Toss (PBSNOW 846KZ)
21/8 yards Red Fabric (PBSNOW 843R)
7/8 yard Dark Blue Fabric (PBSNOW 844KS)
21/8 yards Light Blue Fabric (PBSNOW 843S)
1 Snowman Panel (PBSNOW 845KZ)
2/3 yard Tan Fabric (PBSNOW 844EZ)
27/8 yards Stripe (PBSNOW 841MU)
81/8 yards backing fabric of your choice
98" x 98" batting

Other Tools & Supplies
Matching thread
Rotary cutter
Fabric shears
Basic sewing and pressing supplies

Snow Swirl
Margaret Leuwen 
Quilting’s library  
of quilting designs 
will perfectly  
complement your 
quilt! Contact  
Margaret at 
315.483.2255  
to learn more  
about our longarm  
quilting services.

This quilt uses a single pieced block to 
showcase the cute snowman panels and 
fabric coordinates.

Snow Bunnies Block
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Together We Can Make It!
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Stripe
• Following the quilt photo for motif 

placement, fussy-cut four 8" x 98" 
LOF strips using fabric shears to 
follow the fabric patterning.

BLOCK ASSEMBLY
Half-square Triangles

1 Place a 4" bunny snowman toss 
square right sides together with a 
4" red square. 

2 Sew 1/4" on each side of the marked 
line and cut apart on the line. 
Open out the triangles and press 
seams toward the red fabric. 
Square to 31/2". Make a total of (128) 
half-square triangle (HST) units.

4-patch Units

3 Sew together the long edges of 
one 11/2" x WOF red strip and one 
11/2" x WOF dark blue strip. Press 
seams toward the red fabric.  
Repeat to make a total of five  
strip sets.

4 Cross-cut the strip sets into (128) 
11/2" x 21/2" units.

TIP: Squaring the blocks as you 
make them will help ensure 
that your quilt is square 
when finished.

CUTTING 
Pattern assumes 40" of usable  
fabric width.
WOF=Width of Fabric;  
LOF=Length of Fabric

Bunny Snowman Toss 
• Cut (6) 31/2" x WOF strips.  

Sub-cut (64) 31/2" squares.
• Cut (7) 4" x WOF strips. Sub-cut 

(64) 4" squares. Draw a diagonal 
line from corner to corner on the 
wrong side of each square. 

Red Fabric
• Cut (7) 4" x WOF strips.  

Sub-cut (64) 4" squares.
• Cut (10) 11/2" x WOF strips. 
• Cut (2) 21/2" x WOF strips. Sub-cut 

(25) 21/2" squares for cornerstones.
• Cut (10) 21/2" x WOF strips for  

binding.

Dark Blue Fabric
• Cut (6) 31/2" x WOF strips.  

Sub-cut (64) 31/2" squares.
• Cut (5) 11/2" x WOF strips.

Light Blue Fabric
• Cut (5) 11/2" x WOF strips.
• Cut (4) 31/2" x WOF strips.  

Sub-cut (64) 21/2" x 31/2" rectangles.
• Cut (21) 21/2" x WOF strips. Sub-cut 

(40) 21/2" x 151/2" strips for sashing.

Snowman Panel
• Fussy-cut (16) 51/2" squares.

Tan Fabric 
• Cut (8) 21/2" x WOF strips.

HST
Make 128.

Make 5 strip sets.
Cut 128 units.

11⁄2"

borders. Mark the angle on the 
border with a pencil, and pin the 
layers firmly in place.

22 Begin sewing exactly at the  
corner seam end and stitch 
outward toward the border edge. 
Backstitch at the beginning and 
end of the seam. Unfold the quilt 
top and make sure there are no 
gaps in the inner corner and that 
the border lies flat.

23 Trim the excess border seam  
allowance to 1/4" and press the 
seam open. 

24 Repeat steps 20-24 with the other 
three corners.  

FINISHING

25 Layer the quilt top, batting and 
backing, and quilt as desired.

26 Stitch the binding strips together 
end to end using diagonal seams. 
Fold and press the resulting long 
strip in half lengthwise with 
wrong sides together. Stitch to  
the quilt front, matching raw  
edges and mitering the corners.

27 Fold the binding to the quilt 
underside and hand-stitch the 
folded edge to the quilt back.

28 Add a personalized label to the 
quilt back. 

17 Measure the quilt top center 
width and cut two strips that  
size. Sew one to the top and the 
other to the bottom of the quilt 
top center.

18 Mark the quilt side, top and  
bottom centers. Mark the  
lengthwise center of each  
fussy-cut striped border. 

19 Mark 1/4" in on all four corners 
of the quilt top.

20 Matching the center points and 
noting the print orientation,  
sew each striped border to the 
respective quilt edge, starting  
and stopping exactly at the 1/4" 
corner markings and backstitch-
ing at each seam end. DO NOT 
cut off the extra border length.

21 Fold the quilt top in half diago-
nally with right sides together, 
creating a triangle. Line up two 
adjacent border seams. With the 
two borders on top of each other 
and the quilt top fold running at a 
45° angle, place a ruler along the 
45° angle and extend it into the 
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15 Matching adjacent seams and  
beginning and ending with a 
sashing row, sew the four block 
rows together with sashing  
between each row. Press all  
seams in one direction.

16 Join two 21/2" x WOF tan strips  
end to end to make four strips. 
Measure the quilt top center 
length and cut two strips that 
size. Sew one to each side of  
the quit top center.

QUILT TOP ASSEMBLY

13 Alternately sew together five 21/2" 
red squares and four 21/2" x 151/2" 
light blue strips to make a sashing 
row. Make a total of five rows.

14 Lay out four rows of four blocks 
each and add a 21/2" x 151/2" light 
blue sashing strip between each 
block and at the beginning and 
ending of each row. Sew the  
units together in each row.

5 Alternating colors and matching 
the center seam, sew the units 
together to make a total of (64) 
4-patch units.

Light Blue Unit 

6 Sew together the long edges of 
one 11/2" x WOF light blue strip  
and one 11/2" x WOF red strip.  
Press seams toward the red fabric. 
Repeat to make a total of five  
strip sets.

7 Cross-cut the strip sets into (128) 
11/2" x 21/2" units.

Note the color placement and orientation 
of units when assembling the blocks.

8 Sew one unit to each end of a  
21/2" x 31/2" light blue rectangle. 
Make a total of sixty-four light 
blue units.

9 Sew a light blue unit to each side 
of a 51/2" bunny square. Make a 
total of sixteen bunny units.

10 Sew a 4-patch unit to each end of 
thirty-two light blue units. Sew 
one pieced strip to the top and 
one to bottom of each bunny unit.

11 Sew a HST unit to each end of a 
31/2" bunny snowman toss square. 
Make a total of sixty-four units. 
Sew one unit to each side of the 
bunny panel unit.

12 Sew a 31/2" dark blue square  
to each end of the remaining  
thirty-two HST units. Matching 
adjacent seams, sew one pieced 
strip to the bottom and another  
to the top of each bunny  
panel unit. Make a total of  
sixteen blocks, each measuring 
151/2" square.

4-patch Unit
Make 64.

Make 5 strip sets.
Cut 128 units.

11⁄2"

Light Blue Unit
Make 64.

Bunny Unit
Make 16.

Light Blue Unit
Make 32.

Make 64.

Snow Bunny Block
Make 16.


